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Conversa-coletiva by
Ricardo Basbaum and invited artists

Geographies of diaspora1
Felipe Ribeiro

1. This essay discusses the pioneering performance festival,
Atos da Fala (Speech Acts) that took place from November
4-16, 2014 in the Cultural Center Oi Futuro Flamengo, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. Oi Futuro is a social responsibility institute
largely funded by the telecommunications corportion Oi.

Colonialism and slavery are two strong performatives in Brazil. They are present in our
concept of collective being, intrinsically connected to how we elaborate historical notions
of ownership and otherness; interceding perversely in how we build private ties and how we
define what is public in our social relations. And
yet, these performative presences are not behind us, in some remote past, nor ever located
outside of ourselves elsewhere. Colonialism and
slavery are part of our constitutive context and
we participate in these performatives even if
unconsciously. This is part of our collective inheritance, and we participate in it, respond to it,
even if by strategies of denial.
Diaspora is one of their consequences: A
forced nomadism, where the birthplace is referenced as a loss, activated in imaginaries and
through affects. Many are the stories of forced
migration. In Brazil, tend to deal with politics of
class and/or racial politics, often disguised in
homelies about the brute force of nature, God’s
will, the supremacy of civilization, or urban development. Rationalizations with consequences
that reveal migrations as imperatives, and not
voluntary and casual wanderings, acts of flânerie.
Diaspora is a direct result of oppressive relations,
a violent displacement that is always and in any
dimension associated with the collective.
Thinking about diaspora always reveals two
characteristics: it is always a result of violence,
but, on the other hand, it always brings into
being a new sense of collectivity - even as an
invented community, and even if its originating
discourse relates less to the original homeland,
and much more to one yet to be built, which ultimately will always be the case! And it is for what
is yet to come that, in the midst of violence, diaspora signifies a resistance and an escape plan.
A resistance - because the oppressor can force
a migration, but this move opens up possibilities
other than arrest or capture - and an escape plan
- because it is potentially a construction of a heterogeneous community, an operation that leaves
the question of belonging violently open. That
escape plan is the performative force that interests us - the ability to reconfigure a collective.
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Working material for Das brigas com deus
Sculpture-archive from Pentagrama

We can think about diaspora as a legacy of this
slave-colonial violence, but we can also consider it
as a response that does not yield to such violence.
A loss, but certainly a demand for something that
can be called home! The strength of the diasporic
imaginary does not lie necessarily in seeking out
that which is already known, but rather, and invariably in operations of semantic reconstructions of
what is meant when something is given the name
‘home.’ What do we call home? What relationships, production, and conditions are necessary
for a place to be called home? What kind of ecology is involved in the very notion of home that is
evident in diasporic transit?
For us, this is a shift that diaspora poses. How
can diasporic conditions put back on the table
notions of belonging, of flow, territory, intervention, in ways in which we can reimagine and
change the collective ecology? How does this
collective ecology make us recognize conditions in Anthropocene times? What is the value
of the land, of things, of magic, and of sound in
the constitution of such a collective ecology?
In what ways does this ecology echo one of the
last paragraphs of Tristes Tropiques when LevyStrauss (1975: 414), reflecting on his experience
with a Brazilian Indian tribe, tells us “there is no
place for [the self] between us and nothing.”
Nevertheless, the collective dimension of diaspora brings with it singular developments. Our
own references and imaginary are relative to a
collectivity that is a mix of place, narrative, and
affects far beyond what we can personally control, although we are enmeshed in it. Relationships to be worked within the collective and not
by solitary paths.
No singularity is reducible to the individual
and while the past is present in all we do not
know or comprehend, it certainly cannot be reduced to one communality. That’s what makes
us turn to geography. At least to geography
as thought of by Nigel Thrift (2008: 02): “[A]
geography of what happens.” A geography of
relationships that is constantly eroding and resettling, overlapping layers of sedimentation,
including those concerned with power relations
and their asymmetries. A geography that does

not simply assume a horizontal homogeneity,
the proportions of a large plain, but neither is
understood as a predetermined place impervious
to the way in which it is inhabited. In considering
diaspora, one must also rescue relationships that
are left behind in history, as if they belonged to a
time long past. It is essential to identify the residual stratifications of colonial power and slavery
on current social relations, just as it is essential
to elaborate plans of resistance and escape from
this inheritance.
In this performative bias regarding geography,
it seems clear that the way we live our time is
also how we rewrite the history of domination
and change its course - not to erase the past,
but to assert the part minorities have played in
it. Thinking geography through diaspora seemed
imperative to us. And, even more so, to think of
writing as a forceful action in this enterprise.

Materializing curatorship
Thinking in terms of geography inspires us to
consider different artistic experiments. It is in
this vast field that we experience the forces of
place, of narrative and affect plotted out under
dysfunctions and inconsistencies - without needing to reach any result or establish proof. Rather,
we may consider the conceptual process as one
referring to the sensory experiences and perceptions that make complex intellectual activity and
which, in turn, activate corporal sensation. In this
context, art interests us as a force acting not just
in exemplary and generalized pre-figurations, but
as a process that develops through varied collaborations to generate speech acts.
Here is where the matter of curatorship and
research enters in. Atos de Fala (Speech Acts,
hereafter signified by ‘AdF’) is a platform we created to address the need for research and investigation, consolidated into a festival that brings
together lecture-performances, video-essays and
sculpture-archives around specific motifs.
As a lens that is all the time looking for and
building new frameworks, our curatorial work positions itself as a spatial composition: a relational
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ically dealt with in the works. As a “geography of
what happens,” relationships are no longer static,
or given, nor do they have predetermined meaning. To the contrary, every new framework sets
into place a distinct relationship of its elements,
affecting us in different manners. This is true, even
though we must give a particular title, or motif, to
our festival editions. What we propose as theme
is not an absolute limit to the works, but a dramaturgy-to-come, a becoming, an impulse that generates research flows and solicits many questions
- even if sometimes these questions need to come
disguised in the form of statement. A motif is a
way to create relationships through frameworks,
a way of being surprised by them and where they
lead us, to let them invoke our attention. Instead
of us directing attention and thoughts. A motif is
nothing but a conceptual framework with which
each of the performed work will dialogue. A motif
is a conceptual definition that responds to demands that we identify or present ourselves within a specific social, situational, and artistic context,
but it also builds a collaborative energy between
all participants.
Curatorship invests in relationships that occur
in a myriad of space-times, aware of its entanglement in various forces with every curatorial decision - issues inherited from the art circuit; financier demands; issues of architectural possibilities;
issues related to our outreach and research
methods; of media discourse - among many
other forces that are at the same time potentializing but also pushing us. To materialize curatorship is to establish it in its singularity, to make it
explicit just to foreground its vulnerability - given
that vulnerability is an interesting trigger for
assembling new configurations. In AdF, we are
interested in empowering all these forces - however diverse they may be - interdependently, and
therefore vulnerable to one another.
The gallery is undoubtedly a crucial point in
the attempt to materialize our curatorial conception. Focusing on the physicality of a space is a
way to pay attention to the performatives that
sustain it, since that’s where works are presented,
perpetuated, transform themselves, while promising to become, as well as promising a lot of

other things too ... Under the aegis of physicality,
I like to think that each work involved creates
with the others a corporal circuit, which gradually endows them with a kind of intimacy without
erasing their differences. This was most clear
in the edition of AdF.14. This intimacy is a cosharing of space, as it is also a matter of time, of
a certain endurance.
The intimacy between the works therefore
engulfs a temporality as important as it is immeasurable. We can create a circuit that favors
its creation, but we cannot guarantee if - or how
- it will occur. This temporality without measures
or guaranties, this temporality that is pure reverberation of a work in the other and in us, is truly
what matters most and what, in fact, furnishes
the semantics of the festival.
Over two weeks we had five lecture-performances of lengths varying between twenty
minutes to two and a half hours; four sculpturearchives that began to take shape in the exhibition space towards the end of each performance
where they would remain until the end of the
festival; three videos-essays in looping; a collaborative panel in constant process; and, a diagram
that took up one of the walls of a gallery beginning from the second week.
The spatio-temporal dispositions of each work
resonated in its own way - constituting a space
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that we can signify as a gallery. The fact that we
planned a gradual programming created different
possible relationships between the works, that,
with the exception of the video-essays present
from the beginning, were gradually positioned,
composing the gallery spaces, one of the three
which started off completely empty. The emergence of new works, and the presentation of nonrepeated lecture-performances imbued a sense
of the passage of time, thus configuring AdF as
a mix of exhibition and festival. We occupied the
galleries with works and presented ephemeral actions at the same time. Within this mixed design,
we projected visitors as an audience in a loop,
always coming and going to the exhibition on
different days, producing sense both of what they
would see, as well as by how much was skipped
or left yet to be seen. There is always a dimension
of intrinsic loss in the construction of the senses.
Thus, the exhibition is not experienced as completed only at the end of the festival - but as a set
in which each addition makes many other connections vanish. It is not a progressive display, but a
composition of differences.
The works required intervals. Between space
and time these intervals could be a respite. In the
comings and goings between connections and
works, the galleries were open to the public with
the first one containing just one video-essay, the
second with the two other video-essays, and the
third gallery completely empty. The outer wall
of the second gallery had all the material necessary to begin the collaborative panel whose work
would progress throughout the festival. This

panel carried a sense of epiphany, as it passes
from the original white wall, cut by a red line, to
a “restored” white, where, at the end, the wall
will have been covered with layers and layers of
posters and glue, and scrapes and tears, marked
by sharp spatulas and nails, by water and black
high contrast words lifted from city streets. In the
internal space of that same gallery, videos with
wireless headphones were made available so that
visitors could be wherever they wanted to watch
them . They could walk through the space, they
could reframe the projection watching them in
transversed ways, and even vary the auditory
coherence of the sound channels: one could conceivably watch a video accompanied by another
video’s sounds, a transposition that eventually
happened! One gallery empty and two dark:
that’s how we opened AdF.14.
There was no indication of action in that empty
gallery throughout the first week. Until some performatives started shouting. It is amazing how the
void continues - and seemingly more and more to raise tensions and nervousness! Despite all the
complicity and support that Oi Futuro gave to our
intention to gradually fill up the galleries throughout the two weeks of the festival, the opening
exhibition evening produced a strong institutional
mark in that gallery leading up to its momentary
closure. There was a paradoxical requirement
that the gallery should be able to foster whatever
cognitive keys that explained its own emptiness,
otherwise it could not remain, even if temporarily, empty. Two options that semantically said the
same thing: either the emptiness of the gallery
would be explained and not exist as empty, or
that emptiness could not exist.
Thus, the gallery featured two actions that,
while not claimed by an author, marked the performativity of institutions even more extremely.
The first act was the placement of a text on the
wall near the staircase, which was an excerpt
from what we submitted to the cultural center’s
open call for funding projects. The sheet of paper
carried the project’s general guidelines - which
at that moment contained no spatial definitions
and therefore no thought for the empty space
as one of its constituents. It was a curatorial text
AdF.14 | 54
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Video-essays Maternidade-escola
and Essa rua vai dar no mar

that, once dislocated from its initial function,
then worked counterproductively to the curators’
intention. By not providing an explicit authorship
of who put it there and by conversely containing
a logo - albeit old - of Atos da Fala, it was misunderstood that the text stood as a curatorial statement. A text that for all these reasons explained
very little and furnished way more noise in the
understanding of our proposal on void.
I suppose that that noise intuitively fostered a
second ban on the experience of emptiness: the
prohibition to circulate around the gallery. At the
foot of the access stairs to the gallery, a security
guard warned that the exhibition ended there, on
the fourth floor. The gallery was therefore furnished with a noise other than its own emptiness,
which followed from obstruction of access as if
stating that if there is nothing to see in a gallery,
there is no reason to be in it. The empty gallery
voiced the normative visual drive under which it
ought to function, and to the detriment of any
other sensory experience, especially in the case
of visitors who might enter a gallery without
preconceptions or committed sensitivities regarding the exhibition. The statement is clear: A
gallery cannot rest, that is, it cannot provide rest.
We never found out from where the obstructive
directives came, but, accompanied by the artist
who occupied the gallery from the second week
of the festival on, we talked with the curator of
the cultural center. Visitors were again allowed
into the gallery and the brochure of (dis) information removed from the wall.
There is a certain measure of violence implicit
in experiencing this ban in the microcosm of an
institutional art gallery. Particularly given the
legacy of military power in the country and the
recent police repression of citizens who exhibit
“non-normative” behavior, as defined according
to completely obtuse and personal rules that
never are emitted from any recognized superior
command and are therefore accepted as personal evaluations from unidentified agents. The lack
of authorial identification perversely shields the
power of institutions. The trauma from such actions reverberates, even if the situation is of short
duration. Trauma is, at the least, the presentifica-

tion of a force, hence, we can say that these two
prohibitions associated with the empty gallery
were the festival’s first actions. Two actions that
question the gallery from the perspective of its
institutional relationship, and that remind us that
emptiness is never an initial act, but rather first
and foremost a permission.
Once permitted, this gallery remained empty
throughout the first week, and has turned into
a political epiphany of spatial use. Given all the
choreography that spaces architect and our understanding of space by the functions they assume, to have a gallery that has nothing to show
became in many cases an invitation to inhabit
it. In addition, given the frequency with which
children visit Oi Futuro centers with after-school
activities during the weekday, that empty gallery became a huge playground, a place apart,
a respite, emanating from the experience of the
cultural center as a whole. The gallery rose as an
interval specifically due to its condition of void
and not of representing void; a dysfunctional
site contrasting to the city’s increasing demands
regarding the efficacy of its public spaces, especially as applied to traffic circulation and visual
venues. The city of Rio de Janeiro exudes its
much-lauded reputation as a marvelous locale,
emphasizing natural scenery and beauty in its
construction policies regarding public spaces
of a primarily visual character, even at the cost
of transformations that make these spaces relatively inaccessible to the public. Even if the cost
is a loss of intimacy with the space. The rules for
a living use of spaces seem to go into a self-referential hysteria always dedicated to consumer
strategies, rules that turn any visit into an act
of obedience. Given these coreopolitics (Lepecki, 2012: 41) that circumscribe our stay in each
place, leaving a gallery empty for a week to see
the degree of intimacy that this might create as
this emptiness is experienced as an interval, was
for me a call for a destructuring of spatial experiences, a call to validate the intervals required
for urban health, the value of unpremeditated
use - intervals of every kind that remind us that
the unexpected is one of the strongest components of politics!
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Morgana Kretzmann, Siri and
Fausto Fawcett in Pentagrama

Within this context, AdF.14’s interests also lies
in being a festival that held one gallery temporarily empty and two others that were generally
dark. This became an invitation to intimacy with
the space in ways that we do not think about,
spaces we tend to passively notice. It was the
gallery as playground, galleries as spaces that invited intimacies, surrounded by the loops of video-essays - expanding cinema not only beyond
the white cube, but also inciting erotic desire!
More than being just an exhibition locus, space
is pure construction of affects that are necessarily collective and sometimes anonymous.
Building a space through the understanding of
its geography is also to foreground the means of
how you organize and regulate power and energy, and mostly how you manage its atmosphere,
the air that circulates and its inhabitants, objects,
ideas, nature, things. As curators, our actions and
choices stood as reverberations of the current
time-space we inhabit.
In the case of the city of Rio de Janeiro, the
host of our second Atos de Fala, we found ourselves in the middle of a moment of urban reformulation and radical intervention that has recast
transportation meshes, cost of living and occupation of whole neighborhoods - which in some
cases were redefined, but in others were sedimented as territories of power in the city. This is
just the right moment, now, to think about how
this power is regulated and disseminated, considering it both in terms of how sympathies and
intimacies are constructed, as well as in terms of
the recurrent reification and monumentalization
of asymmetries that have supported the domination-resistance binomial (Thrift, 2008: 232).
So, this was how we came to the titular motive
for 2014 edition of Atos de Fala - “Geographies
of Diaspora.” Having thought in terms of biennial
editions, the geographies of diaspora theme came
to us in 2012, precisely as a symptomatic investigation of macro policy changes in the country
and in particular of our city. However, as the festival’s name itself proclaims - grounded in the linguist John Austin’s concept - a symptom is never
devoid of production. And over the two years
of preparation this symptom mainly produced

an extremely powerful counter-effect initially
resonating with recurrent street demonstrations
protesting transportation costs and corruption,
among other things, and dispersing into the daily
practices and attentions that are powerful precisely because they escape any exact regulation. An
escape plan in process: certainly still to be understood as a plan, but yet potent enough to disrupt
sovereign power that, under the aegis of democracy, reaffirms the legality of colonial practices regarding its people. A plan that refuses power as a
system of domination, and promotes resistance as
a weapon to potentialize another collective. Each
artist reacts in his or her own way to our proposal.
No need for novelty - we do not believe that the
new is necessarily better than what’s already been
done. In this sense, our curatorial intention has
been exactly a way to give space to new conversations about what’s been done.

Pentagrama > Pentagram
In times of anthropocene post-end-of-world
thinking, Fausto Fawcett transformed the gallery
into a “cave or an improvised makeshift tomb,”2 a
place where representation and death collapse into
one another. The gallery lights remained off for the
duration of Pentagram. Lanterns were lit, creating
small pockets of light that did little to prioritize any
clear view as they change position almost randomly during the five parts that made up this lectureperformance. On the back wall, projected images
transformed the performers into silhouettes. Besides Fawcett, there were two other performers.
the musician Siri and the poet Morgana Kretzmann.
Deborah Engel projected images some of which
gave us access to bits of Fawcett’s thoughts and
speech drafts. At one moment, stained glass was
fixed on the projection, transforming darkness into
a Gothic experience. However, in that gallery-cavechurch-tomb, the voice was both mystical as well
as of the underworld - not even a burst of clarity,
only permanence in the dark. Fawcett calls himself
a deviant pastor, deconstructing the purposes in
the role of pastoral guide.
2. This is how Fawcett defined the gallery during
his presentation.
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Pentagram was a lecture-performance of deviation, of images that were created, multiplied
and vanished, merged into one another, becoming
sound. Fawcett created an epic departing from
his five books - the last still unfinished - taking
us along on his genealogy of mankind. The prose
was excessive in multi-adjectival speech acts, so
that no noun remains unscathed or unraveled
from contexts that often crisscross several times.
In Fawcett’s spoken-word performance, Diogenes,
the exiled Greek and self-proclaimed cosmopolitan, having no place as home, became diaspora itself as he (Diogenes) now wanders around near a
cemetery in Rio where he is known as the “Jethro
Tull of Catumbi.”3 Speech is sung as Rap, linked to
antiquity, to the popular sounds of Muslim prayers
and Christian lamentations, in a culture in which
the cell phone is just a new form of prayer beads.
This ability to imbue meaning from one word to
another, connecting different times and different contexts, generated the phenomenology of
Fausto Fawcett’s discourse of excess. Meaning is
created as the words are experienced, through
the flows that they pose and how I to put myself
in this flow, paradoxically not believing him, and
yet at the same time becoming him.
Becoming this flow is also to experience my
own descent, to embark on Fawcett’s post-punk
dystopia, to embark on the artifices of anthropocentric cynicism to recognize that “man falls.” He
falls into insignificance before the cosmos, falls
like “the carcass that genes invented in order to
perpetuate themselves,” falls into the “spirituality of the continuous selfies,” a distortion of the
world when recorded in “signals in the form of
catastrophe-people.” If disaster arises from the
iteration of falling stars (astros) - des/asters then, now we do our I-am-the-Other dance, we
become the fall itself, we become the very endthe-world. “It’s impossible not to be low-life with
seven billion people in the world.”
Such quantum relationship between things,
and yet we are still lonely. The poet Morgana
Kretzmann recited “toneladas de I love you”
3. Unless otherwise indicated, this and other short quotes in this
section are taken from the lecture-performance Pentagram.

(“tons of I love you”), intoning superficial “adult
Disneylands” where the best that can be found is
loneliness. “Leave me alone!” - she repeats, punctuating her words with sharp puffs of air. This
double sound created affect between the cynicism of film dubbing, “girl you’ve let yourself go”
and the perception of being in the end-of-time,
an “artificial tourist island of love.” Diogenes that controversial, mocking Greek - seemed to be
wandering around here.
The dubious quality of Kretzmann’s vocal intonations echoed one of the facets of the decolonization of the female body in the contexts of this
underworld - the world is going down. And even
despite prevailing disastrous powers, the battle
is waged in desire. A strongly localized politics
in Rio de Janeiro is constituted in the depths of
female desire in the contexts of violence and excess in which desire participates. Nothing victimizes itself in this improvisation. Careful speech al-
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Andrea Bardawil in Estudo para uma devoração

ways finds affirmative aspects of existence in the
dark depths of the underworld. The humiliating
actions of Katya Flavia, the click that switches
off the fascist light of Basic Instinct, the bark of
a sick dog pack, the epic of Favelost - a dystopia
of the fourth way through which Giddens never
passed, the Via Dutra and its marginal slums...
There man falls, humiliated in the very meeting of
the etymology of this word with its ontological
condition where humiliation simply means a return to the earth, to remain on the floor, to relinquish transcendent aspirations. Man falls because
the fall is a meeting and dystopia is nothing more
than a plateau (Morton, 2013: 40).
Rio de Janeiro’s context, and particularly
Copacabana, is of paramount importance to
Fawcett’s divagations. This localized urbanicity
propagates forcefully dissonant narratives, an
artifice to recreate imaginaries in fables about
the city, reversing the moral norms that repetitive
flow imposes on and blinds us. Fawcett localizes
in order to deterritorialize.
His speech begins calm and dry, he is standing in front of the microphone and remains there
almost the entire time, talking. The images he
creates orbit around him. Within so much verbal
movement, he stands still. Fawcett speaks as if
we did not know if this explanatory introduction already belongs, or not, to a beginning. He
speaks almost as if there’s no beginning, no moment of entry into the gallery: people were coming and settling in as the last sound checks took
place. He speaks as if explaining what is about
to happen - except that what is about to happen
is already happening. Throughout the five parts,
the musician Siri composes sound tracks between improvisation and repetitions that set the
dissociative tone to this epic. Metal digressions
fill the atmosphere of the gallery with a density
that complicates Fawcett’s speech. Metal sounds
involve us in a paradoxical hope for dystopia, an
affect of stumbling, a love for the ground.
A sculpture-archive is designed for each
lecture-performance. The artist returns to the
gallery space and reworks the traces of his or her
performance, rearranging them, subtracting elements and even adding some so that an exposi-

tory work is built. This work is both an index and
an object that interests us in its presentification,
hence the sculpture-archive name.
Pentagram generates a sculpture-archive of
notes and photocopied images that are disharmoniously fastened with adhesive tape into a
gallery corner, occupying the floor and part of
two walls. In the center a gray folder frames a
picture by Gustave Douré, The fall of Lucifer. A
flashlight is available so that a visitor can investigate the inscriptions in that conceptual cave.

Estudo para uma devoração >
Study for a devourment
Estudo para uma devoração began with thanks
and ended with a question. This seemed to situate
the conversation, and the end explained the core
of energy that emanated throughout the narrative: “How to remain strong?”
Andrea Bardawil is a dancer and performing
artist, a co-founder of Alpendre, one of the most
important independent cultural spaces of Brazil,
closed since 2012. Her movements, created in
the space of rehearsal rooms, currently are embodied in political space, reflecting her research
on indigenous tribes and her support to communities in situations of territorial vulnerability.
Thus, her opening thanks created a huge circuit
of affect that interceded in different spheres
of gatherings: her family and its members; her
comrades in arms in the Ceará PSOL and social movements; friends of the Quem Dera Ser
um Peixe and Fortaleza Insurgente grassroots
movements (I wish I were a Fish; Insurgent Fortaleza); all the inhabitants of Alto da Paz community, as well as the Lauro Vieira Chaves and
Aldaci Barbosa communities, and in Fortaleza
the Chiefs Nadia Acauã and Itajibá Souza, of
the Tupinambás tribe; Cacique Pequena, of the
Jenipapo-Kanindés; Chief Antônio of the Anacés; artists and thinkers including her company,
Andanças; and also a rapper, a researcher of
Tremembé chants and contemporary dance artists. Given the amount of thanks to the people of
the earth, we see that the indigenous perspective
has significant strength, adding another embodiment and sensitivity to ways of organizing, fightAdF.14 | 58
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ing, and inhabiting the urban space to which we
are accustomed.
Bardawil is sitting cross-legged in the chair
between a table and a wall where projected images of Alto da Paz eviction create their own
dramatic script simultaneous with the speeches
and audio clips interspersed in the 50 minutes
of her performance. The speech ends with a
Tremembé chant, followed by an invitation to
those who want to stay to talk. This conversation
goes beyond the actual presentation time, until
someone intervenes from outside to close the
performance. And yet the conversations continue
to unfold in the street, during other days of the
festival, in emails, and in different forms, including this text.
Her speech act is the encounter. Her thanks
and invitations open up a call for strength and
permanence, and, I think, call up a dimension
of intimacy rather than ownership, identity or
visibility. Over the past century, intimacy has
become such a part of discussions on gender
and corporeality, that Estudo para um devoração
appears to raise the question of what an ecology
of intimacy would then be. How she can bring
forth perceptions about inhabitation of space
that are not bound by territorial understandings
- even where cases of vulnerability, demarcation
and title to the land prove fundamental ... About
the necessary paradox of intimacy as a politics
of permanence, since intimacy really is not measured by time and space, and precisely because

of that, the politics of intimacy constitutes a primal collective.
Bardawil’s performance is an encounter, and
as a speech act, it carries beyond the gallery. In
fact, her active presence in the political tissue of
Ceará is such that a biography of the artist appears as a cartography of art in politics. Bardawil
draws attention to the need of a cartography
of uninhabited spaces and proposes that the
question is not one of exposing oneself to devourment, rather it’s about devising strategies
of defense against it. Estudo para um devoração
is therefore a study on how not to be devoured.
It’s a multitude-study, a confluence of the social
movements that inform it. A collective formed
in ethics of how each one acts within it. A crowd
of many ethnicities and many movements, a
collective that knows itself to be vulnerable,
whose cartography is one of existence under
this vulnerability. An explosive ethics resounds
when Andrea evokes “states of invention against
the states of exception.”4 When she talks about
invention, she issues an affirmative statement
advocating the creation of consistence plans as
a basis for any direct action. A cartography of
what’s not inhabited and, as we learn from Deleuze and Guattari, as distinguished from mapping, cartography is a technique of resistance to
regimes of power.
4. Unless otherwise indicated, this and other short quotes in
this section are taken from the lecture-performance Estudo
para um devoração.
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Libidiunga Cardoso presenting O mito do
continente fêmea e o surgimento do novo homem /
The telepathic motion picture of ‘the lost tribe’

When addressing visibility, Bardawil aims at
weakening the opressor, and not at further exposing those who are already vulnerable. “One
doesn’t dwell in a desert with impunity (either
we cross it, or it devours us). The desert is a
place invented by capital - little lives in it. When
existence itself is invisible, how do we make what
devours us visible?”
Extraction is not only a means of the colonization of the soil, but also the cause of its desertification. There is a dynamic of capitalism that
operates through the inability to inhabit a place.
The desert is not only a consequence, it can be
an end in itself, where aridity creates indistinct
flux of excess. With this prerogative, permanence
succumbs to temporalities of consumption. Diaspora becomes, here, like a quest to succeed in
living in the desert created under our feet. This
cartography of non-inhabited space is therefore
not only the exposure of a symptom, but mainly
a way of living. It’s not just an elaboration on
the artistic terrain, but a form of collaboration.
Something that puts us in a position relative to
the ground, which reminds us that ‘“human’ is
not the name of a substance, in the Aristotelian
sense of the term, but the name of a relation, of
a certain position in relation to other possible
positions” (Viveiros de Castro cited in Thrift,
2008: 223 ).
The resistance of earth’s peoples is also a resistance in name of the land, not only in terms
of territory, but also by its very materiality and
magic of resistance. A permanence which is also
the permanence of the soil. Learning how to stay
in the desert, so it does not devour us. Permanence as a form of invention and change. The
state of the invention that Bardawil invokes is
fundamental because it is not based on settling
notions of identity. Permanence is not a state of
capture, but an experience.
Within this field of intimacy, Bardawil took the
dark gallery and proposed a sculpture-archive under low lighting, where one could see photos printed and pasted on the wall, while cushions were
placed on the floor beside .mp3 players with the
recorded audio of her lecture-performance, and
where people could listen, often lying on the floor.

O mito do continente fêmea e o
surgimento do novo homem (The
myth of the female continent and
the emergence of the new man) /
The telepathic motion picture of
‘the lost tribe’
Libidiunga Cardoso is a heteronym. An artist
invented for this performance, not just a performance invented by an artist. The historiography
at the heart of The myth of the female continent
and the emergence of the new man is one of
colonial libido associating the earth as anthropomorphic representation of the female body. From
the point of view of power and gender primacy,
the logic of appropriation varies from asserting the white male’s prerogative to penetrate
the earth, to stress nurture and exploitation of
resources: what the land gives, nourishes, generates, creates, as well as all other concessions
the colonizer wishes to extract from the female
earth. The Americas metaphorized as the female
body generates yet another invention: the new
man, the new American in this new world.
The acidic narrative woven by Libidiunga
passes through the history of Brazilian art, indigenous literature, the visual arts, opera, pop
music, technobrega, through pre-history, and
the pre-Columbian peoples, enlisting a 20 casestudy archive, in which the cases unfold on one
another; dispute each other; or function through
juxtaposition without further expressive logic.
A bunch of things lie on Libidiunga’s desk.
These are presented through the uses that the
items have and which define them. The things on
the desk are hyper-objects, viscous evocations
whose delimitations between thing and phenomenon are less and less within the order of the visible. (Morton 2013:32) The rubber seed is also the
story of its plant, plantations, of wealth involved,
of activist Chico Mendes murder,5 of deforesta-

5. Trans. note: Chico Mendes - international symbol of environmental activism - was a Brazilian rubber tapper, trade
union leader and environmentalist, who fought to preserve
the Amazon rainforest, and advocated for the human rights
of Brazilian peasants and indigenous peoples. He was assassinated by a rancher on December 22, 1988. (See: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chico_Mendes).
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tion, etc. The objects are explained, but do not
take a direct role in the narrative. They are present, Libidiunga causes them to be present, and
this is more important than any direct dramatic
reference to the objects’ utilitarianism. There is a
distance between us and those objects, a relation
of estrangement that solicits inquiry. Two liters
of Amazonian water poured into a green plastic
bottle in Santarém are placed in a machine that
Libidiunga has engineered. The idea is that the
water runs around the table and will generate
electricity. However, in this prototype, energy is
of another nature. The energy of the Amazon
River water does not sustain the electrical equipment of the lecture-performance, but it certainly
adds a magical dimension of blessing, a blessing that permits contact of our bodies with that
water. A relink, a religion, through art. As I write
this text, the southeast region of our country
has been surprised by the worst drought that its
main rivers and tributaries have ever suffered,
and the term volume morto (zero reserve) crops
up more frequently than any mention of reserves.
The mythopoetic narrative begins with Francisco Aureliano, the first explorer of the Amazon
River. From then on, the identification of the continent with the female takes over: the dream of the
Jesuits of the new religious man - putting America
as the only wife of Jesus; the strength of America
joined with Africa to support Europe, in a subversive portrait painted by William Blake; Iracema as
the epic traitor that gave birth to that first Brazilian mestizo; Iracema universalized as the “Origin of
the World” by Gustave Courbet - “a que toca, mas
nunca se esgota”6; a third Iracema, the Trans-Amazon Highway; Malinche, the concubine taken by
Hernán Cortés at his encounter with Montezuma;
Norma Iracema, the white goddess of the Amazon;
Umbelina, goddess, Eva and matriarch, who believes that the New Man is only possible on earth.
Umbelina is the prophet of the telluric revolution
- whom Libidiunga honors with one of three flags
that accompany the lecture-performance.
The list goes on between Palaeolithic forays

(Venus of Willendorf, who is an old hag, mother
of chaos, the birth mother of minorities, symbol
for a pack of hounds) to contemporary clashes
between pop music divas. Shakira is “the mediator of the Waka Waka people to the civilized
world,” “the representative of the global Waka
Waka La La La people.” Shakira clashes discursively with Beyoncé, representative of the
Obama people, accompanied by the flag, the
anthem, and the military. This civilization dispute
is interrupted by Gabi Amarantos, an on-the-rise
Brazilian pop star. Gabi is first presented as an
escape path, but then is captured in the same

6. Trans. note: Best translated as “You can use it, but you’ll
never use it up.”
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Vera Mantero in Serrenhos do caldeirão:
exercícios em antropologia ficcional

domain of the other two. An anonymous female
alternative, arising from the Jurunas neighborhood, briefly becomes the New Woman, but
quickly turns into the Iracema of das Kapitall!
Libidiunga’s presentation is accompanied by
dissonant sound effects with low, marked vibrations, which serve, at the same time, as ironic
comment and hyperbolic punctuation to his presentation. His narrative oscillates between direct
explanation and impulsive short bodily trances
that intercut the narratives, “Ci, mother of the
Forest, help me ...” energetic impulses that spew
out of his body, references to foundational novels
on Indian themes, photojournalism, media expedition, modern literature and cinema, enumerated throughout his presentation.
Three large-scale woven cloths of solid colors
are hanging in the gallery, which are maintained
as a sculpture-archive of the lecture-performance. Two are exhibited as a two-sided weaving at the entrance and the third just behind
them. In a quick email (February 12, 2015), Libidiunga explains their importance to me:
The first has to do with the many female names
that incorporate nature and mythical entity; the
second is a general title of this research work (the

search for the lost tribe ...); and the third has to do
with the myth of origin that I propose, which does
not have the cave as its originating black box
(with foolish prophets and solitary or bestial humans) but the lush forest, that exuberant vulva.”

Serrenhos do caldeirão: exercícios
em antropologia ficcional >
People of the caldeirão: exercises
in fictional anthropology
Living under the adverse conditions of desertification comes back as the theme in Vera
Mantero’s Serrenhos do Caldeirão: Exercícios em
antropologia ficcional. This lecture-performance
does not occupy a gallery but a scenic space in
which we watch a dramaturgic-diagram, inspired
by the region of Caldeirão, in the interior of Portugal, between the Algarve and Alentejo.
On stage, Mantero intones a local chant-like
folksong while approaching a piece of trunk from
a cork tree that is two thirds of her height. She
slowly raises the trunk that has come from Caldeirão and holds it above her head while turning
her whole body, as if presenting it and activating
it; then she places it back on the ground. The
chant refers to a video image that we will only
have access to in the middle of the piece. This
temporal asynchronicity allows us to make correspondences between spaces and actions, and
seems to help to structure the dramaturgy as a
diagram. “This wheel has stopped, alas this wheel
has stopped, for lack of one to push it, this wheel
can now go on, pushing it now my love.”7 These
verses are embodied in the image of a woman
walking on a huge wooden sprocket, pumping
water into a pipe. Music and labor draw Mantero
closer to the woman. One walks on a wheel in
the video, the other continues to rotates her
body on stage. Music and labor participate in an
artisanal tradition, a dysfunctional affect that is
lost in segmented divisions of labor. Mantero is
interested in these issues, and also interested in
the work of Michel Giacometti, the ethno-musicologist who did research in the region during
7. Unless otherwise indicated, this and other short quotes in
this section are taken from the lecture-performance Serrenhos do Caldeirão: Exercícios em antropologia ficcional.
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the 1970s. His video archive is a participant part
of Serrenhos do Caldeirão, a potent source for
Mantero’s research, greater even than her own
trip to the site, she tells us, that took place 42
years after Giacometti shot those images.
We watch Giacometti in the field. He first appears in the foreground of a frame and despite
the camera and two directional microphones, he
carries a notebook where he records answers
to objective questions: “What’s your name? Can
you read, can you write?” The notebook, pen
and writing are representational devices for the
camera, rather than indicators of what it’s like
to be an ethnographer. Beyond the proximity
of interests between Mantero and Giacometti,
one intuits also an order of thinking about the
desertification of the place.8 - an element that
reverts to the Portuguese festival DeVir’s invitation to her creation of the lecture-performance.
Other indirect ways of interpreting Serrenhos
that Mantero fictionalizes include Artaud’s mantree; John Cage and his invention of silence;
and, an approximation of the interior of Portugal
with the Brazilian forests by using a Viveiros de
Castro quote. This quote presented in Brazil generated other layers of discussion for the lectureperformance, as evidenced in the conversation
that followed the day after the presentation.
From the two days that Mantero spent in
Caldeirão we see images of stones, ruins, stone
ruins for sale, deforested areas - even if they
appear to be cleared for agriculture. She tells
us: “I’ve seen little or nothing.” Having seen or
experienced “little or nothing,” her anthropology opens up into fictional exercises that also
reflect the meta-frames of anthropology, and
its discourses of truth and images of self-representation - notebooks, pens and writing. These
exercises magnetize other elements that clearly
are not circumscribed to this people and open
to questions about where this people is currently
located in the geopolitics of the spaces, as in the
narrative of the lecture-performance, in Giacometti’s ethnography, in the ghostly images of a
8. Her performance was originally developed in response to
an invitation to participate in the 2012 edition of Portuguese
performance festival DeVir.

people, images to which we only had access by
records registered in the 1970s.
At this point, the trunk becomes a material
force: at the same time a vestigial trace (the
trunk is ruins) and of the economic activity of
Serrenhos (the trunk is cork). Mantero establishes relations of extensions between her body and
the trunk. Her speech names and creates a series
of clichés that position us in a double movement: on the one hand she asks us to see from
the point of view of the clichés, to see them and
through them; at the same time, while we can
not just erase or disqualify them, once we least
expect it she returns with a powerful image. I like
to think that this double movement is an exercise
in the meeting between ethnography and art.
By this time, Ricardo Basbaum’s Diagrama has
been placed on the third floor gallery, where the
artist meets daily with his group of collaborators
- Amora Pera, Fabiana Faleiros, Lucas Sargentelli,
Luiza Crosman, Rafa Éis, Tatiana Klafke and Virgínia Mota - gathering together to sift through
ideas to conduct the collective conversation that
makes up the lecture-performance.

Conversa-coletiva >
Collective-conversation
Conversa-Coletiva: The collective-conversations were many and diverse, due to occurring
in diverse situations; due to many different layers of conversation, including those happening
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in the preparations for the events. In the AdF.14,
the diagram layout of the text was preceded by
four days of three hour-long meetings with the
eight participants. Each one brought in previously existing texts, either written, re-edited, or
overheard, as well as quotes. The meetings took
place in the gallery itself, despite being private.
The main wall of this gallery was taken up
by Basbaum’s Diagrama, where he mapped out
procedures, meetings, concepts, movements and
artistic events; and relationships spatially forged
by graphical links - lines, dots, strokes, symbols,
circles, curves, intermittent flickers, junctures,
intersections. These drawings do not appeal to
logic at first-sight, rather they invite us to go
on between questions, and noticing coherences
that sometimes occur more explicitly through
temporal pathways; and at others through conceptual orbits; or by affective stimuli, by arbitrary
paths of our own glance; by an adverb (there)
that calls up another (here), for diagrammatic
meta-languages; by procedures that refer to the
lecture-performance, and which, in turn, dialogue
with Diagrama: “The topology does not fit into
one plane.”9

Conversa-Coletiva begins in silence. The participants sit around a table that occupies a slightly
decentralized position in the gallery, and each
chair comes with a pedestal and a microphone. Silence is, in a sense, a location; things happen there.
One voice starts and, little by little, a few others spatialize the environment. Vocal reverberations constitute less the measuring of space and
rather the actual soundscape. This space is built
through layers of voices, mixed as single words,
tonal vibrations, contagious sounds, sense perceptions of everyday life, metalinguistic keys to
speech, to the body, to the work, to the festival.
In the intersubjective galaxy of concrete poetry,
AdF.14 is a pun from Atos de Fala into Acts of Failure, opening up to ambiguities akin to a Freudian
slip that calls for self-reflexivity regarding the festival’s production as well as to the inevitable ‘failure
of communication’ of speech itself, where meaning
always remains at least partially concealed. The
participants continue: “o eu é outro é eutro e é ou
é são ou é é é são ou são é é 10 - (self is (an)other, I
other, (I)ther, a sonority of personal pronouns and
made up senses) - the plural and the singular of
this speech group cuts, adds, and crosses into its

9. Unless otherwise indicated, this and other short quotes in
this section are taken from the presentation Conversa-Coletiva.

10. Translated freely: “The I is another is other and [he/she] is
or [they] are I or [he/she/it] is is are or are is is.” This quote
comes from the collective conversation among eight voices.
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Conversa-coletiva by
Ricardo Basbaum and invited artists

enunciation, bringing in contexts. Body, space and
speech appear between things and phenomena,
matter is unique, politics is quantum, the words
connect through their obscure matter: verses on
a body dragged across the asphalt connect with
a crowd rampage on the beach. The rampaging
crowd and the one dragged connected by their
black bodies. Words create a field of vulnerability,
between the contexts that have generated them
and that they generate in return. I’m in the gallery:
a recurring tonal vibration, vocalized, resonates in
my thorax. I listen and participate in this regime
of vulnerability. I listen, I signify, I reverberate. My
whole body is affected, affects pour into my body,
between the infinitesimal motes of my existence,
in the function of my organs and my participation in this other massive scale, reaching out to
the whole we call humanity. “Why do we want
boundaries?... Look, we are still here, we weren’t
going over there ... for me the definition of water
is continual flow, stages of change, desire for omnipresence... You can’t tell what is sea or land... we
recognize ourselves to be located in indigenous
unchartered territory... Diaspora caused by naturalized disaster. “Conversa-Coletiva starts with silence
and ends with a tear.
Its sculpture-archive was also a sound object.
A recording of Conversa-Coletiva was available
for listening on earphones in the gallery. The tape
players were close to the ground, so we needed
to sit or lie down to hear them. The diagram was
present, the sounds reverberated, spatialized,
and the gallery became a communal square in
this cultural center.

Melodrama
The white lights of the gallery are fully on. The
audience is seated in a semicircle in front of an
empty chair, a small corner table, a small bottle
and a glass of water. Eszter Salamon enters the
gallery, sits in the chair and starts talking. “My
name is Eszter Salamon. I was born in 1949. How
can I describe myself? Let’s see what numerology says. I’ll use my date of birth for that.”11 She
11. Unless otherwise indicated, this and other short quotes in
this section are taken from Melodrama.

does a little math in a notebook, but in fact the
writing seems more to accompany speech than
to generate it.
This relationship between speech and gestures accompanied the entire narrative for the
next two and a half hours. Salamon is a performer and choreographer, and her work brings
an intimate connection between speech and
movement. In Melodrama, speech seems to follow a strict rhythmic cadence closely linked to
forms of breathing and punctuation, instead of
focusing on the imperative of grammatical intentions. Throughout the lecture-performance,
this ‘dramaturgy of the breath’ gains consistency, generating questions about how memory
becomes a technology that enables this strange
double of re-enactment.
She speaks in the first person singular. But
that first person is but a homonym for her: An
Eszter Salamon, belonging to generations before her, who lives in a small village in the south
of Hungary where the artist met and conducted
interviews twice in a six-year period. The respiratory rhythm of her sentences creates atmospheres, spheres of air that made me wonder
who is breathing, what kind of double-enactment
is being established here. For that double-enactment is certainly revealed through the breath
and not through the embodiment of the character. Indeed, it seems to be the reverse: a kind of
ex-corporation, an externalization that makes us
unsure how to really access Salamon. Such an
incertitude binds our attention to her. The issue
does not seem to define who is Eszter Salamon,
but where does she fit into this sophisticated and
rigorous system of thought, memory and reenactment she constructs for herself. The force of
her speech comes from the vulnerability of hyperbole. She wears a wig: her persona as an Orthodox jew. She exudes happiness as she exposes certain drastic memories that only those who
have experienced them can speak about in such
a manner. At each of these reactions, the presentification of double-enactment becomes stronger. The body we are watching takes shape in the
presence of a memory, a memory that servers as
a gap between the two Eszter Salamon.
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Melodrama combines documentary and reenactment in a singular manner, performing a
turn that calls to mind the dramaturgy of some
dance pieces of the last decade, that of imbibing
methods of documentary production to generate
corporal experimentation. Melodrama ends the
programming of AdF.14’s lecture-performances.

Vídeo-ensaios > Video-essays
When Adorno refers to the notion of the essay,
he considers it an impassioned form of writing that
does not need to reach any specific conclusion. Its
narrative developments and personalized nature
set the tone and the intimacy of writing - and of
the particular essay - so that reading is more experiential than analytical. This essay mechanism
informed the body of documentary cinema of the
1960s, giving birth to cinema collectives such as
the Medvekine and Dziga Vertov groups, as well
as becoming fundamental for the work of Harun
Farocki. Both those two groups, who counted on
the participation of Chris Marker and Jean-Luc
Godard, respectively, as well as Farocki brought
to the images veiled narrative links that would be
forged or explained throughout the film. The regime of images relied on the ambiguity between
vulnerability and distinction. Images did not engage in an explanatory relationship with the text,
nor did they serve purely as the underlining of
meanings, rather both image and text were reconfigured in aesthetic depths that dislocated the
viewer in ways that produced content.

Empretei > Blacked-out
Video-essays are therefore conceived through
the tension between these two constructs of
semiotic meaning: the text and the image. The
conceptual level of this tension is the base of
Marcelo Evelin’s creation, Empretei, (a neologism
signifying “I blackened myself out”), a videoessay without words or soundtrack. It is, even so,
an essay. This actual silence of the text as an essay highly resonates as a procedure in his works.
In his most recent ones, image plasticity give
rises to narrative abstractions at the same time
that it draws attention to the materiality of the
image, asking for readings that join description
with philosophy.
Empretei makes what at first would seem to
be a preparatory moment - bodies that help each
other to be covered by a black mass of coal and
oil - into the main motivation of the video-essay.
These images are recorded moments prior to
a presentation of “De repente fica tudo preto
de gente / Suddenly, everywhere is black with
people.” On the screen, we see bodies that paint
each other black. We don’t watch the action
from the beginning - there is no previous “clean”
body - neither will we see its end. We watch the
action already ongoing, drawing the matters
to corporal contact and the intimacy that such
contact between bodies builds. Throughout Empretei image contrast is highly calibrated up to
the degree that the video creates its own black
spots, blurred shadows that further intensify the
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Left: Eszter Salamon em Melodrama
Bellow: Video-essays Empretei by Marcelo Evelin
and Maternidade-escola by Pablo Assumpção

overlay of images with the same fixed plane at
different intervals. The projected screen is turned
into a canvas, a painting, indeed, as Empretei
mixes different textures and temporalities of
black, creating a blurred video-graphic space
both made of coal and radical overshadowing
forged in the editing room.
Those images furnish us with strange memories regarding those bodies - blond, brown, and
black bodies; bodies from different cities and
countries, that converge, at that moment, into
one same mass. It’s a process of constructing anonymity, of obscuring visual identities for other
senses to emerge. It is very interesting how such
an intimate activity - naked bodies touching each
other in a group, touching skin and mucus - generates meanings so detached of singularity such
as mass and anonymity. Such an aesthetic action
performs a nominalist thought, one of estrangement of meanings portrayed as already given in
cultural norms and concepts. Something else is
then built through this estrangement. The role of
viscous intimacy among bodies is highlighted in
Empretei. It is viscosity that generates this anonymity as an artifice and not as an annihilator of
singularities. Empretei is therefore an important
key to open up the concept of diaspora during
our present political moment.

the same time, reveals the very gaps in the constitutive matrixes of femininity. The affect and
emotion of Regina’s voice counter-play with the
mushy sensuality of images of the female body
in the video that Pablo reworks tooled with a
remote control. The images are captured directly
from the TV set, as one sequence plan. The publicity discourse is pierced by a slanted frame,
as the pixelated picture from the old TV screen
is cast in a digital video, and by varied speeds
and intervals of rewinding, pauses, advances or
distortions that imbue the video with artisanal
materiality. The image does not pass unscathed
in Assumpção’s hands. It is minimally made explicit by its mediatic materiality, that of a found
archive with an authorship distinct from Assumpção, one that creates the performative collapse
between audio and video.
Engaged in a powerful performative reversal,
Maternidade-Escola was first presented to the
public in 2004 at the Ceará Film Festival. This
festival is produced by the same company that
a decade earlier had shot the images that make

Maternidade-escola >
Maternity-school
There is silence that perpetrates anonymous
intimacies in Empretei, whereas in Pablo Assumpção’s Maternidade-Escola, intimacy collapses with advertising (and therefore with fame),
and with fast-formation of urban identities. Assumpção creates gaps of space-time as he superimposes a marketing video of his native state,
Ceará, with a delicate testimony about his birth
in its capital city, Fortaleza.
His mother carries an audio recorder and
stands in front of the maternity ward where she
gave birth to him. She stares at the building - as
we imagine from her narrative - recollecting the
memories of her delivery. There is no reenactment, rather the description of a day. Regina
narrates her self-fictional experience, which, at
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up all the video frames. The exhibition in the context of the festival functioned as a bitter memory
perpetuated precisely by use of the images, that
returns home without any of the magic that advertising can produce, but, instead, loaded with
critical detachment.

Essa rua vai dar no mar >
This street ends at the sea
Tourism and territory also come into question
in Essa rua vai dar no mar, by Miwa Yanagizawa
and Alonso Zerbinato. As Yanagizawa experiences a sense of otherness in her own street,
during the World Cup, the video reveals the
microcosmic movement that is Copacabana: a
space of affect constituted by ephemeral flows
of tourism and diasporic migration. The former
is constructed as a circumstantial moment, and
the latter due to the need of grounding. Essa
rua vai dar no mar embarks on a cartography of
meetings, interviews and objects that give singularity to the cardboard miniature of her street
arranged on her dining table. The table is a lens,
in frameworks of scales that find specificities
of that street, her building, her apartment, and
that room where she is. Yanagizawa’s narration
intertwines testimony and dialogues, transforming her body into an intersection between first
and third person. Spaces, bodies and subjectivities are constructed and indexed. Familiarity
and estrangement, do not appear as opposed
to one another, but rather unfolding one trough
the other.

Das brigas com deus >
Regarding quarrels with god
Das brigas com Deus is a collaborative wall
panel that takes its inspiration from dialogue
with Sheyla Lopez, to whom the work is dedicated in memoriam. Lopez was a street artist and
inventor, and once told me she had two fights to
wage with God: “Names and Numbers. “ Her narrative went something like this:12
Names, because everything in life has a name,
you walk in the street and the street has a name,
what the street is made of has a name, cobblestones, concrete, sidewalk, asphalt, curbs ... I
didn’t have a name. Me, I named myself, Sheyla.
And numbers because I do not understand how
one night I’m sleeping under a tree, it’s raining
and water is dripping into my ear and a bolt of
lighting smashes into a branch right by me, and
the branch falls down to the ground right by me
and almost hits me and I almost die of fright, and
there’s a kid sleeping in a safe bed this night, and
the next day they tell me that the kid and I are
the same age. We aren’t. That one night I aged
three hundred years, I just don’t tell anybody because they wouldn’t believe how old I really am.
Lopez establishes a lucid zone of experiential
relativity in which time seems to burst out of
things, rather than objects being subjected to
time. Her discourse reverberates in me in different ways. Das brigas com Deus is one of them.
Inspired by her fight, we look at the city under
12. This text is based on memory, with no written record.
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Left: Video-essay Essa rua vai dar no mar
by Miwa Yanagizawa and Alonso Zerbinato.
Bellow: Das brigas com deus:
collaborative panel in constant process

these two perspectives and we photographed
different names and numbers, to find out which
groupings would come out of this research. We
constructed six layers: first names, common
nouns, numbers, a manifesto by Yves Klein, orders and imperatives, as well as titles of nobility.
The purpose of this panel was to be under
the influences of meaning making in the public space. Dynamics that account us as being
constantly exposed to, and constantly being
watched by, names and numbers on signs of all
kinds. They were reframed and decontextualized
as a way of dealing with their excesses. While
turning the signs into pictures, we deemed them
to be both external to their environment as well
as indexes of our own cartography of the city.
Initially planned according to, and restricted
by, curatorial logic, this panel quickly assumed a
collective character, and served as an epiphany
of our relationship with space. The panel’s first
partnership took place between me, Felipe Ribeiro, and the artist Evee Ávila. Other artists
joined our collaboration at a second stage: Rachel Oliver, Jaqueline Tasma, Thomaz de Aquino,
Pedro Henrique Borges, Daniel Lopes, Bruna
Belém, among other unplanned collaborations
that happened as we worked on.
Throughout the festival, we intervened in the
white outer wall of the second gallery so that, after so many collages, wipes and rips, we scraped
the wall down, completely making of the white a
condition of restoration. Now, it seems to me that
this is the condition of all white cubes, in that
the white will always rise as intervals between
exhibits. Throughout Das Brigas com Deus, we
just took the explanation of such condition as the
dramaturgic base for our actions.
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